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Match the words with their synonyms. One is extra. (2 point) 
1. a person                                                                                                                                 a. collect 
2. in place of someone or something else                                                                            b. healthy 
3. to move someone or something from one place to another                                       c. instead 
4. to go and get someone or something                                                                            d. carry 
                                                                                                                                                   e. human 
Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. One is extra. 

Blood/ cells /take care of /attention/exercise/ biggest/ hunt /increase / put out / plain / future  

1. Tehran is the ………… city of Iran. 
2. ……………..carry oxygen round the body and collect carbon dioxide from body parts 
3. Doing daily ………….is useful for everyone. 
4. Recently, families are paying more …………to nature 
5. When people ………..cheetahs, the number of this animal will increase. 
6. There are beautiful flowers in Moghan ………… 
7. Everyone needs to plan for the …………………… 
8. The number of cheetahs is going to ……………. in the future. 
9. They should ………………….. the fire. 
Fill in the blanks with your own words. 
1. You should pay---------------to your teachers when they are teaching. 
2. Are your grandparents -----------------? No, they died many years ago.” 
Circle the best answers.  
1. I don’t feel good, I …………………….. doctor tonight. 
a. will see b. seeing c. am going to see d. saw 
2. the students ………………………… the museum tomorrow. 
a. will visit   b. visiting   c. visited d. visits 
3.This is Hamed’s house and this is ………………. Car. 
a. their b. his c. her d. our 
4. Lions are …………….. animals in the world. 
a. danger b. dangerous c. dangerously d. B &C 
1. The number of cheetahs is in danger of------------------. 
a. putting out             b. cutting down           c.dying out         d.turning off 
2. He drove so fast that I really felt my life was in ----------------------. 
a. plain               b. future         c. forest          d. danger 
3. My daughter is in the hospital because she was ----------------------- in a car accident. 
a. protected    b. injured          c. hunted             d. saved 
4. Amin: which animal is not wild? Ramin:------------------ 
a. bear           b. cheetah             c. wolf            d. horse 
Rearrange the words to make a sentence.  
1. to- is- tomorrow- exercise - going - he. 
2. white- carry- red- the- cells- plasma- and . 
3. delicious- will- pizza- a- cook- we- tomorrow. 
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given words. 
1. There were a lot of ----------------(child) in those --------------- (bus). 
2.My little--------------(brother) has two -----------(tooth) in his mouth. 
3. There are two…………. (bench) in our classroom. 
Which word doesn’t belong to its group?  
7- a)air b)oxygen c)smoke d)forest 
8- a)lake b)river c)plain d)sea 
Choose the sentences with falling intonation. 
1. Where are you going? 
2. will you call me at 8:00? 
3.She works in a zoo. 
Look at the pictures and answer the questions.  
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1. A: What are they going to do tomorrow? ( swim in the river )  
B: …………………………………………………………….. 
2. A: how will he travel to Tehran? ( by airplane ) 
B: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………... .  

 
 
 
 
Read the text and answer the questions.  
Read the passage. Then answer the questions. 
There are many wild animals. They don't live in homes or cages. They live in jungles or on plains. Nowadays, there are some 
endangered animals around us. It means that we can find only a few of them. Humans destroy the natural homes of the animals in the 
forests, lakes, and plains. People need more places for living. They cut down trees and destroy lakes. They make homes and roads 
instead. Then the animals won’t have a place to live. The Iranian cheetah lives only in the plains of Iran. Now there are only a few 
Iranian cheetahs alive. If people take care of them, there is hope for this beautiful animal to live. 
A. Are the following sentences True or False? 
1. Wild animals live in cages. T                F 
2. The Iranian cheetah is beautiful. T                   F 
B. Match two halves. 
1. If we take care of Iranian cheetahs ……………. A. there are endangered animals 
2. It means that we can find only a few of them ….…. B. because they need more places for living 
3. People cut down trees and destroy lakes ………… C. there is hope for this animal to live 
                                                                                           D. lives only in the plains of Iran 
Read the nouns and write them in the correct column. 
danger , apple, sea, Maryam 
A Person or an Animal               An Idea                  A Thing                         A Place 
………………………….                     …………….               ……………….                     ………………. 
 

 

 


